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ABSTRACT 
The 2, norm and the 1, operator norm of an m X n complex matrix A = (LY,/) are 
given by ’ 
and 
IIAII, = max(lAxI,: x EC”, IrIp = l}, 
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respectively. The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the mnltipicativity of the 
Zp norms and their relation to the Zp operator norms. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
For lbpdoo, the Z, nurm of an mXn matrix A=(aij)ECmxn is 
defined as 
IAlp = ( il ~llaijlp)"p~ (1.1) 
where for the case p = 00 (which need not be treated separately) we have, of 
course, 
That is, 1.1, on CmXn is simply the ordinary Z, norm on C”“. 
These 1, norms must be distinguished from the 1, operator rwms on 
C f?lXfl, 
llAllp = max{(Axj,: x E C”, 1x1, = l}. 0.2) 
Ostrowski [4] investigated some submultiplicativity properties of the 2, 
norms in (l.l), including the following: 
THEOREM 1.1 [4, Theorem 7J Zf 1 d p < 2 and if A, B are rectangular 
matrices such that the product AB e&&s, then 
lABI, G l4,IBI,~ 
THEOREM 1.2 [4, Theorem 81. Zf p, q satisfy l<p<2<q, l/p+l/q 
= 1, and if A, B are rectangular matrices such that AB exists, then 
lABI, G l4,IBl,~ 
lABI, d 14plBI,. 
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The results in Theorem 1.2 are analogous to Holder’s inequality. 
While Ostrowski proved that for 1~ o < 2 < p the inequalities in Theo 
rems 1.1 and 1.2 may fail to hold, we are able to generalize his results as 
follows: 
THEOREM 1.3. Zfp > 2 and ifA E Cmxk, B E Ckxn, then 
lABI, Q k’-2’PIAIpI~Ip~ 
THEOREM 1.4. zf 1<4<29p, l/p+l/q=l, and A=Cmxk, BE 
C kxn, thm 
lABI, < ~1-2’PlAl,lBlp, 
lABI, < w+-~‘PIAI,(BI,. 
A unified proof for Theorems 1.1-1.4 is given in Section 2. 
NotethatifA=a=(cu,,..., ak) is a row vector and B = b* = (&,. . . ,pk)* 
is a column vector (* denoting the adjoint), then AB is the usual inner 
product (CL, b) on C k; hence Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 give in this case the two 
inequalities 
KG VI d l4plblp> ldPd2, 
I(a, b)l G k’-2’Plalplblp, P 2 2; 
and Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 yield the Holder inequality 
I(a i ,@ 1 _ai ,I< ( ~I14p)“p( ~/$l’)l’q = l4,l4,, 
Pal, $+$1. (1.3) 
A norm iV on CnXn is commonly called (sub-) multiplicutiue if in addition 
to the ordinary norm properties 
N(A)>O, A*O, 
WA) = IW(A), AEC, 
N(A+ B)<N(A)+N(B), 
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we also have 
for alI A, BE C,,,. 
Obviously, if N is a norm on C,,, and p > 0 is a fixed constant, then PN 
is a norm on C,,, too. This new norm may or may not be multiplicative. If it 
is, we call p a multiplicativity factor for N. That is, p is a muhiplicativity 
factor for N if and only if 
N(AB)QN(A)N(B) VA,BEC&. 
If p,, is a muhiplicativity factor for N, then clearly, so is any p with /J > po. 
In fact we have proved more: 
THEOREM 1.5 [ 1, Theorem 41. 
(i) If N is a norm on CnXn, then N has multiplicatiuity factors.’ 
(ii) A constant p > 0 is a multiplicatiuity factor jbr N if and only if 
Thus, pN is the optimul (smdest) multiplicatiuity factor for N if and only if 
N(AB)a&A)N(B), A> B E C,,xn, 
with equality for some rwnzeromutiesA=Ao, B=$. 
We observe now that matrices A, B whose upper left entry is 1 and ah 
other entries vanish yield equality in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Similarly, 
matrices A, B all whose entries are 1 give equality in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. 
Hence, Theorems 1.1, 1.3, 1.5 immediately provide the fohowing result for 
our 1, norms on square matrices: 
COROLLARY 1.1. The optimal multiplicatiuity factor pP = P,.,~ for the 
norm 1.1, on C,,, satkjks 
pp=pp(n)= ” ( l<PG& nl -2/p , p&2. (1.4) 
‘This is not always the case for norms on infinite dimensional algebras; see Section 2 of [2]. 
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If we define now the multiplicative norm 
then Theorems 1.1-1.4 for square matrices, together with Corollary 1.1, can 
be restated as 
COROLLARY 1.2. For all A, B E C,,, and all p, q with all p >, 1, l/p + 
l/q = 1, we haue 
M,(AB) Q ~,(A)M,(B)~ 
M,(AB) Q i$c,(A)M,(B), 
M,(AB) d M,(A)M,(B), 
where in general these inequalities are best possible. 
The following relations between the 1, norms in (1.1) and the 1, operator 
norms in (1.2) are special cases of Theorems 1.1-1.4, as wiIl follow from 
Theorem 2.1 in the next section: 
THEOREM 1.6. ZfA E CmXn andpal, l/p+l/q=l, then 
l141p G ~Lp(n)14,3 
l141p Q ~~(m)lAl,. 
We remark that if 1~ p d 2 then Theorem 1.6 implies 
l141p G IAlp 
which is meaningful also for bounded linear operators on infinite 1, spaces. 
If p > 2, we get 
l141p G IAlq 
which again may be meaningful in the infinite dimensional case. 
The main tool in proving Theorems 1.1-1.4 in Section 2 is the following 
lemma, which seems to be of independent interest. 
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L~~~~l.l(MainL.emma). Foreveryvectorx~C”undldpgqdoo, 
l/p + l/9 = 1, we haee 
Our proofs in Section 2 also make use of the mixed Zp, 9 norms on C, xn, 
introduced by Ostrowski [4] as 
I4p,9 = ( iI ( ~kY*jY)9’p)1’9. (1.7) 
We emphasize that each one of the inequalities established in this paper 
becomes an equality, either when we deal with matrices (including vectors) 
with a single entry 1 in the upper left hand comer and all other entries 0, or 
when we deal with matrices all of whose entries are 1. Thus, none of our 
ine9uulities in this paper can be improved. 
2. FURTHER RESULTS AND PROOFS. 
Proof of the Main LADWW. The fact that Ix Ip is a decreasing function of 
p, p > 1, is well known (e.g. [3]); and this is the statement of the left 
inequality in (1.6). 
We write now Holder’s inequality in (1.3) as 
Thus, for s = 9/p, t = 9/(9 - p), and any x = (El,. . . ,&,) E C”, we have 
lxlpp = f: &lP = 5 I&y’1 
i-l i-l 
G ( &f,l’)p’9( kJ-p’9 
and the right inequality in (1.6) follows. ??
Recall now the definition of the norm M,(A) in (1.5) for square matrices. 
In an analogous way, for rectangular matrices A E C,,, we define two 
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different multiples of IAI, as follows: 
WA) = PpWlAl,, 
M;(A) = PLpWlAlp9 
(24 
(2.2) 
where pLp(n) is given in (1.4). 
Clearly, for square matrices we have 
M,(A) = M;(A) = M;(A). 
On the other hand, viewing from now on a vector x E C” as an n X 1 
matrix, our notation becomes 
q(x) = PLp(4lxlp; (2.3) 
hence we can reformulate our Main Lemma in the following compact way: 
LEMMA 2.1. Zfp > 1 and l/p + l/9 = 1, then 
l+J G M;(x) vx EC”. (2.4 
Proof If p < 9, then (2.4) is the right inequality of (1.6). If p 2 9, then 
9 < 2, so M:(x) = IxI~, and (2.4) becomes the left inequality of (1.6). W 
Having the definitions in (1.7) (2.1), (2.2), we prove next: 
LEMMA 2.2. ZfA = (Cudi) E CmXn, 9nd P >, 1, l/p + l/9 = 1, thm 
I%, l7 < M;(A), (2.5) 
IAlp.q G qw. (2.6) 
Proof Denoting the columns of A by a,, . . . , a,,, Lemma 2.1 and (2.3) 
yield 
IAl,,, =Ib4p~“‘¶ la,l,)l, 6 I(M~(al)7...~M;(a,))lo 
=P,(m)J(l~,l,Y., la,lJ, = PqWl4, = M;(A), 
and we have (2.5.) 
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For (2.6) we use again Lemma 2.1 and (2.3) to obtain 
In [4] Ostrowslci gives the following proof to the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3 [4, Section 351. For p 2 1, l/p + l/g = 1, and m&rices A, B 
for which AB exists, we have 
WI, G I4plBlq,p9 (2.7) 
WI, Q IBI,IATI,,,, (2.8) 
where T denotes the transpose. 
Proof. LetAECnxk,BECkxn,andset 
k 
vij= c %lBlj 
l-1 
Then by Hijlder’s inequality we have 
so 





i-1 j-1 j-l l-l 
and (2.7) is established. 
For (2.8) we exchange the roles of p and q to obtain 
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hence 
and the lemma follows. ??
With the help of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we can now prove the main result of 
this section: 
THEOREM 2.1. If p > 1, l/p + l/q = 1, and if A, B are rectungdur 
m&rices such that AB exists, then 
M;(AB) < M;(A)M;(B), (2.9) 
M;( AB) < M;( A)M;( B), (2.10) 
M;(AB) Q M;(A)M;(B), (2.11) 
M;(AB) < M;(A)M;(B), (2.12) 
where M’ and M” are defined in (2.1), (2.2). 
Proof. Let A E Cmxk and B E Ckxn. Then, by (2.7) and (2.5), we have 
lABI, G 14plBlq,p d IAI,M$% 
and multiplying both sides by pp(m) yields (2.9). 
Since ML(Ar) = ML(A), then by (2.8) and (2.5), 
WI, G IBI,IATIq,, G lBI,M;(AT) = lBl,M;(A), 
so multiplying by p.,(n) gives (2.10). 
Next, we use (2.7) and (2.6) to obtain 
lABI, G 14plBIq,p 6 IAl,&‘( 
and multiplying by p,,(m) gives (2.11). 
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Finally, by (2.8) and (2.6), 
lABI, Q I~l,IArl,,, 6 P],M;(Ar) = M;(A>IQ 
so multiplying by pP( n) yields (2.12). ??
We observe now that Theorems 1.1-1.4 are merely restatements of 
(2.9)-(2.12). 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. If A E C,,, and x E C”, we think as before of x 
as an n x 1 matrix; hence, 
So by (2.10), 
JArI, = M;(Ax), M;(x) = I$. 
= M;(A) = PAIN,, 
and we get the first part of the theorem. 
Similarly, if A and x are as above, then by (2.12), 
= M;(A) = CL,(~)PI,, 
and the proof is complete. ??
Inequalities for products of more than two matrices, which are treated by 
Ostrowski in [4], can be extended in a manner entirely analogous to our 
results in this paper. 
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